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• Abstract 
1 7 1 The wavelengths of the transition ls2p P̂  -» Is S. in heliumlike 

potassium, scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, and iron have been measured 
with an experimental precision of AX/X a 1/20,000. The data typically agree 
within error bars with recent theoretical predictions which include quantum 
electrodynamical corrections. However, the comparison shows that there are 
systematic differences between data and predictions, which indicate a need to 
include additional corrections in the calculations. In particular, it is 
found that the experimental wavelengths are consistently shorter than the 
calculated values by amounts which depend on the particular theoretical 

* < 

prediction used in the comparison. Measurements of the wavelengths of an > 2 
4 x-ray transitions in heliumlike argon, scandium, titanium, vandium, cnromium, 

and iron are also presented. 

So 
DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCL'.\,^NT IS UNLIMITED 



I. INTRODUCTION 
It Is generally assumed that the energy levels of one-electron ions can be 

accurately predicted by the Oirac theory supplemented by nuclear and quantum 
electrodynamical (QED) corrections. By contrast there exists a variety of 
different approaches for calculating the energy levels of ions in the 
heliumlike isoelectronic sequence which differ in tneir treatment of 
relativistic effects, electron interactions, or QED corrections. For example, 
energy levels of heliumlike ions have been calculated based on the Z-expansion 

2 3 
method, the non-relativistic variational technique, or using multi-

4. configurational Dirac-Fock (MCOF) orbitals. Due to the different 
approximations used in each calculation the results may vary significantly. 
Therefore it is desirable to make detailed comparisons of theoretical results 
with experimental values and to study differences as a function of atomic 
number 2. 

A large body of experimental values exists for n = 2 -» 2 transitions in 
3 4 heliumlike ions, which has been used for systematic comparisons with theory. 

On the other hand, only few data exist for an * 0 transitions to the ground 
state. Such transitions are of particular interest, because the QED 
corrections as well as electron-electron correlation energies affect the 
ground state most strongly. Hence, observations of An * 0 transitions to the 
ground state can provide a check of the accuracy with which these corrections 
are calculated. Accurate wavelength measurements of the n = 2 •* 1 resonance 
transitions ls2p P, •* Is S Q have been reported for sulfur, argon, iron, 

S 9 
and krypton from beam-foil experiments, and for 3rgon using the recoil-ion 
technique. The measurements have been successfully used as a test for the 
accuracy of the QED corrections, as agreement between experiment and theory 
has been found within the experimental error limits. 
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In this paper we report on the n = 2 -> 1 x-ray transitions of heliumlike 
potassium, scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, and iron (7 = 19-26) 

• measured in tokamak plasmas from the Princeton Large Torus (PLT). The 
heliumlike transitions have been observed concurrently with a variety of 

« 
hydrogenlike lines which are used as wavelength references. Together with the 
measurements of Refs. 5-9, the data are used to make systematic comparisons 
with theoretical predictions. 

We also report on a large number of an > 2 transitions to the ground state 
in heliumlike argon, scandium, titanium, vanadium, chromium, and iron. The n > 
3 levels are less affected by electron-electron interactions, relativistic and 
QED effects. Hence, transitions from these levels to the ground state can 
provide additional tests of the accuracy of the theoretical predictions for 
the ground state er-rgy. Precision wavelength measurements of the x-ray 

* 
transitions in heliumlike ions from levels n > 3 to the ground state have 

« previously been reported for argon and potassium from solar flare observations 
and for iron from beam-foil experiments. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

The measurements have been performed with the PLT high-resolution Johann 
12 spectrometer and cover the wavelength regions 1.4-3.8 A. In particular, the 

wavelength region 3.3-3.8 A was monitored using a (1120) quartz crystal with a 
13 2d-spacing of 4.913 A and bent to a radius of curvature of 276 cm. The 

details of the setup have been described earlier in Ref. 14. The same setup 
was used to make measurements in second order Bragg reflection covering the 
wavelength region 1.6-1.9 A. 

4 The wavelength region 2.0-3.0 A was monitored by a (220) silicon crystal 
1 5 with a 2d-spacing of 3.840 A and a radius of curvature of 365 cm. The 
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experimental arrangement for this wavelength region is the same as described 
in Ref. 16. This setup also allowed us to observe the n = 4 •+ 1 and n = 5 •+ l 
transitions of heliumlike iron in second order which fall into the wavelength 
range 1.4-1.5 A. We note that iron and chromium are the dominant high-Z 

17 IB impurities in PLT plasmas ' so that their x-ray line emission is most 
intense and easily observed even in second order 8ragg reflection. 

An overview of the measurements indicating the location of the various 
observed transitions is given in Figs. 1 and 2. Here the heliumlike resonance 

1 2 1 transitions ls2p P, -> Is S Q are labeled w according to the notation by 
19 Gabriel. The corresponding x-ray transitions from levels with principal 

quantum number n = 3,4,5 are labeled K|J, Ky, and Ki, respectively. The figures 
also show the location of the x-ray transitions np -* Is from hydrogenic argon, 
potassium, scandium, titanium, chromium, arjd iron. Using standard notation, 
these transitions are labeled Ly-a through Ly-< for n = 2 through n = 7, 
respectively. A subscript has been added to distinguish between the upper 

2 2 

states P (subscript 1) and P, .„ (subscript 2) provided the two lines could 
be resolved in the observations. The hydrogenlike lines were recorded 
concurrently with the heliumlike transitions in a given spectrum. The 
hydrogenlike transitions are used as references with respect to which the 
wavelengths of the heliumlike lines have been determined. A similar procedure 
for determining the wavelengths of the heliumlike transitions was used in Refs. 
9 and 10. The hydrogenlike transitions can be used as references, because 20-23 their wavelengths are theoretically well known. Several hydrogenic 

24-32 transitions have been measured absolutely. An overview of some of the 
33 34 

measurements is given by Mohr and Deslactes. On average these measurements 
agree with theory very well, and no systematic differences as a function of I 

are evident from these data. For example, the Ly-a lines of argon have been 
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29 measured by Beyer et al. with a precision of 5 ppm, which is the highest 
?? precision attained so far, and their measurements agree with calculations"' 

to within 2 ppm. 
A typical spectrum showing the n = 2 -* 1 transitions of titanium is 

presented in fig. 3(a). The spectrum was recorded at an electron temperature 
1 2 1 T < 5 keV. The ls2p P. -* Is S Q resonance line is easily identified as the 

most intense feature in the spectrum. Also seen are the intercombination 
lines x and y, and the forbidden line z. as well as the lithiumlike resonance 
line q. Oielectronic satellite lines are /ery weak in the spectrum. For 

2 2 ' 2 
example, the dielectronic satellite transition ls2p 0 5 - 2 •* is~2p P 3 / 2 . 19 labeled j in the notation of Gabriel, is almost nonexistent as a result of 
the high electron temperature of the measurement. In Fig. 3(b) the spectrum 
of heliumlike titanium is shown together with five lines of the Lyman series 
of hydrogenic potassium. Ths hydrogenic lines represent some of the lines 
used as references for the wavelength determination of the heliumlike lines. 

The wavelength interval which can be observed in one setting of the 
spectrometer is typically less than 0.2 A. Thus several settings of the 
spectrometer were used to cover each region. Spectra obtained with different 
spectrometer settings in a given wavelength region were made to overlap w H h 
each other. This allowed us to relate the wavelengths of two lines which are 

far apart with the help of lines which are positioned in between, as described 
earlier in Ref. 14. It was not possible to achieve an overlap between all 
wavelength regions. For example, no common lines were observed which could be 
used to interconnect the wavelength region 2.3-2.8 A (cf. Fig. 1(b)) and the 
wavelength ragion 2.8-3.0 A (cf. Fig. 2(a)). As a result, our measurements 
fall into the four separate wavelength regions shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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The wavelength of any heliumlike line in a given wavelength region has 
been determined with respect to all hydragenlike lines observed in the same 
region. This determination 1s solely based on Instrumental considerations, 
i.e., the detector-crystal distance, the crystal spacing, and the conversion 
gain of the detector electronics. As an example consider the resonance line w 
of heliumlike scandium, which falls into the wavelength interval 2.8-3.0 ft. 
Its wavelength was determined with respect to the lines Ly-f, Ly-A. Ly-e, and 
Ly-c of the Lyman series of hydrogenic argon (cf. Fig. 2(a)). The four 
experimental values for the wavelength of line w of scandium, which have been 
obtained this way, have been averaged, and the resulting value is given in 
Table I. Similarly, the experimental value listed in 'fable I for the 
wavelength of line w of titanium represents an average of individual 
determinations with respect to the lines Ly-a., Ly-a,, and Ly-Fl, of hydrogenic 
scandium, the lines Ly-a. and Ly-a„ of hydrogenic titanium, and the lines Ly-y 
through Ly-f of hydrogenic potassium. 

The above procedure in which the wavelength of a given heliumlike line is 
determined from instrumental considerations and by averaging the results was 
chosen because it provided us with a measure of the accuracy of the 
measurements. The largest difference of an individual wavelength determination 
from the average is found to be less than 1 part in 20,000. This difference 
represents an estimate for the precision with which a wavelength can be 
assigned to a given heliumlike line. The uncertainty in the average, however, 
is likely to be lower {< 0.1 mA) because errors caused by uncertainties in the 
dispersion of the spectrometer as well as random errors are reduced in the 
average over the individual measurements. 

Uncertainties in determining the wavelengths of the heliumlike lines arise 
also as a consequence of blends with close-by lines. In order to eliminate the 
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effect of blends the measurements are made with high instrumental resolving 
power \/&\. In the present measurements \/ax = 2500-8000, .xcept for 
measurements in the wavelength region 2.0-2.2S (cf. Fig. 1(a)) where k/n\ = 
1000-1200. Thus, the instrumental resolving power is in all but one region 
comparable to the line width caused by Doppler broadening, which for titanium 
equals \/QX = 3400 at an ion temperature T. = 1 keV typical for the plasma 
conditions of the present measurements. 

As a consequence of the high resolution of the measurements only blends of 
satellite lines produced by dielectronic capture into states with n > 3 ' 
effect the accuracy with which the center position of a given n = 2 -» 1 
heliumlike resonance line can be determined. The effects of high-n satellites 
in the x-ray spectra of heliumlike ions have been investigated extensively for 
the parameters prevalent in low-density tokamak plasmas. The high-n satellites 
tend to cause a red shift of the position of the apparent heJiumlike resonance 

line w by less than 0.03 mA for the plasma conditions of the present 
37 experiments. Unresolved satellites may also shift the position of a given 

hydrogenic reference line. This effect has been investigated in less detail 
than in the case of heliumlike resonance lines; however, we expect any shifts 
of the Ly-a, and Ly-a. lines to be no larger than those of the heliumlitce lines 
based on an analysis of the n = 2 -» 1 spectrum of hydrogenic titanium in Ref. 
38. In the latter case the spectrum was observed at a peak electron 

38 
temperature of 2.1 keV ; the hydrogenl ike spectra measured in the present 
experiment have been obtained with electron temperatures between 4 and 6 kev 
so that contamination of the resonance lines by high-n satellites is expected 
to be smaller than suggested by the spectrum in Ref. 38. 

The wavelengths of the hydrogenic reference lines Ly-a. and ly-a„ were 
taken from calculations of Johnson and Soff,"" the wavelengths of the Ly-(3, 
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21 lines are those of Erickson. and the wavelengths of the ly-y, Ly-A, Ly-c, and 
20 Ly-<f lines have been calculated by Sarcia and Hack. 

III. COMPARISON WITH THEORY 
In Table I the measured wavelengths of the heliumlike resonance 

1 2 1 
transitions ls2p P, -» Is S 0 are compared to values calculated by VainsNstein 
and Safronova using the z-expansion method, to values calculated by Drake 

3 
using a non-relativistic variational approach, and to values from MCDF 

a 39 calculations by Indelicato. ' All three talolations take into account QED 
corrections. 

A systematic difference between data and theoretical values can be noted 
for all three calculations. In general ,ie find that our experimental 
wavelengths are shorter than the calculated valuev. The difference is largest 

2 
for the calculations of Vainshstein and Safronova where the calculated 
wavelengths are too large by O.K-0.25 mA. The calculated wavelengths of 

3 Drake agree better with our data and differ by only 0.05-0.13 mA. The MCDF 
39 results of Indelicato give even better agreement with our data. In this case 

the calculated wavelengths are too long by only 0.02-0.07 mA. 
For comparison. Table I includes the experimental values <,f the heliumlike 

5-9 
transitions w found in previous experiments. One of the six heliumlike 
transitions which we have measured, i.e., line w of iron, has been measured 
previously by Sriand et al. using beam-foil techniques, and we find excellent 
agreement between Briand's measurement and ours. 

The fractional differences a\/\ between the data and ie calculated 
wavelengths, defined as &\/\ = (X - \t\» ^ e x o ' a r e P l o t t e c l i n F i 9 - 4• 
The figure also includes the values of AX./X, bcsed on the experimental values 
reported earlier in Refs. 5-9. 



Figure 4 shows that there are systematic differences between the da.a and 
the results of each of the three calculations. Since ail wavelengths which we 
have measured are shorter th?n any of v.he calculated values, the valuec of AX/X 
are negative for each of the three calculations. The same is found for the 

7 8 values of ',x/x of iron and Krypton measured earlier. ' In the case of 
5 9 5 

argon ' and sulfur, which represent the "lowest-Z elements in our comparison, 
the fractional differences are found to be positive when the calculations of 

39 Indelicato are used, while they are negative for the calculations of 
2 3 

Vainsnst^in and Safronova. In the comparison with the calculations of Drake 
only the values of AX/X for argon are positive. 

The experimental uncertainties ir the fractional differences of ax/x are 
listed in Table I. As mentioned above, the uncertainties in our measurements 
are typically less than 50 ppm. If th<» differences between the experimental 
and theoretical values were merely due to the experimental uncertainties, 
i.e., if the theoretical values were absolutely accurate, we would expect that 
the values of &K.'\ were randomly scattered around zero. This, however, is not 
the case, as seen from Fig. 4. While the figure shows that there i-., some 
scatter within the values of ax/x, which in part appears to be due to 
experimental uncertainties, the figure also shows that the values of ax/V 
systematically decrease as a function of Z for all three calculations. This 
effect is largest in Fig. 4(c) where the data are compared to calculations by 

2 Vainshstein and Safronova. It is less pronounced in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) 
39 3 

where the data are compared to calculations by Indelicato and by Drake, 
respectively. Here the values of ax/x do not decrease as rapidly for the 
highest-Z elements iron and krypton as in Fig. 4(c). The decrease for the 
lower-Z elements between argon and chromi'im, however, is very simi'ar in all 
three cases. In this range of Z the main difference between the three 
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subfigures is that the values of all b\/\ are shifted by a common offset with 
respect to each other. In particular, the values of A*.A in Fig. 4(b) are 
shifted on average by -15 ppm with respect to the values in Fig. 4(a). Those 
in Fig. 4(c) are shifted by about -45 ppm. These shifts as well as the 
systematic decrease of t\/\ with Z are clearly the result of the respective 
calculations. They are an indication that corrective terms need to be 
included in the calculations to remove the differences between theory end data. 

IV. An > 2 TRANSITIONS 
Our measurements of wavelengths of the heliumlike resonance transitions 

also include x-.ay transitions from quantum levels n > 2 to ground. In 
1 2 1 particular, we have observed the resonance transition ls3p P, •» Is S_ in 

1 2 1 argon, scandium, and vandium, the transition ls4p p.. + Is S Q in scandium, 
1 2 1 titanium, chromium, and iron, and the transition ls5p P, •* Is S- in 

titanium, chromium, and iron. The experimental values of the wavelengths of 
these transitions are given in Table 11. 

It should be noted that the resonance lines from levels n > 4 are blended 
with the corresponding intercombination lines, i.e., transitions of the type 

3 2 1 Isnp P, -* Is SQ, since in this case the intercombination line has a 
wavelength very close to that of the resonance line. Only in the case of the 
3p -» Is transitions was it possible to resolve the resonance line from the 

intercombin.ition line (cf. the K(i spectrum of argon in Fig. 5). The Kjl spectra 
have shown that the intercombination liiie is much weaker than the resonance 
line. We assume that this is also true for the n > 4 transitions. Hence, 
we presume that a possible red shift of the center position of the apparent 
resonance line caused by a blend of the resonance line with the close-by, weak 
intercombination line is very small. In the case of the line KP, of argon. 

-10-
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shown in Fig. 5, the shift was determined to be less than 0.02 mA, when the 
line Kp_ was included in the fitting limits of a single Voigt profile to the 
data, hie have, however, made no attempt to model the shift for the n > 4 
lines, and further investigations are needed to determine a bound on the shift 
of the apparent resonance lines, especially for high-Z heliumlike ions. The 
effect of high-n satellites on the center position of the apparent resonance 
lines also needs further study. Their effect, however, is expected to be 
negligible, because excited configurations ls3inl' (n > 3) can autoiom'ze to 
excited configurations ls2l" in addition to the usual radiative and 
autoionizing decay channels so that the n=3 -» 1 x-ray yield from the decay of 
these levels is greatly reduced. 

Measurements of fin > 1 transitions in the heliumlike isoelectronic 
sequence have been reported previously for the 3p •* Is transition in potassium 
and the 5p •» Is transition in argon from solar flare spectra. In addition, 
the 3p -> Is and 4p -» Is transitions have been measured in heliumlike iron in 
beam-foil observations. These values have also been listed in Table II. In 
the beam-foil measurement, the intercombination lines were well resolved from 
the resonance lines, while in the solar observations the transitions appear 
blended. 

Because the electron-correlation and QEO corrections are virtually 
negligible for the excited state compared to the corresponding corrections for 
the ground state, iigh-n x-ray transitions can provide a direct measure of the 
accuracy of the theoretical predictions of such corrections affecting the 
ground state, as pointed out by Indelicate. Thus, measurements of the x-ray 
transitions from high-n levels complement measurements of the n = 2 -» 1 
transitions by placing additional constraints on the theoretical results. 
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A comparison between published calculations for an > 2 transitions by 
2 

Vainshstein and Safronova and the data is given in Table II. The relative 
differences between the data and the theoretical values, t>J\ = <\ -
x., )/x . are plotted in Figs. 6-B for lines Kp. Ky, and Ka, respectively. 
In the figures we have also included the data measured in Refs. 10 and 11. 

A systematic difference between the measured and calculated wavelengths 
is found in the case of the K(3 lines. Here the calculated wavelengths are 

generally too long by 0.08-0.30 mfl, and the corresponding values of ax are all 
negative. The value of ax for the Kp line of potassium reported in Ref. 10 and 
of iron reported in Ref. 11 are comparable in magnitude to the present data 
and are also negative. The values of ax/v are plotted in Fig. 6. The figure 
shows that the fractional difference between the data and the calculation is 
constant and is about -50 ppm. Thus the values of ax/x for the KB lines do net 
exhibit the systematic decrease as a function of Z which has been found for 
the K<x lines in Fig. 4(c). 

The calculated values for the lines Ky and Ki appear to agree well with 
the data. However, we note that there are six values of ax, including the 
value of the line K4 of iron reported in Ref. 11, which are negative compared 
to only two which are positive. This may indicate that the calculated 
wavelengths are slightly too long, although there are not yet enough data to 
allow us to say this with confidence. The data indicate, however, that the 
differences, if they indeed existed, would most likely be smaller than those 
found for the Ka and Kp lines in Figs. 4(c) and 6, respectively. 

V. SUMMARY AND 0ISCUSSI0N 
In summary we note that systematic differences between calculated and 

theoretical wavelengths of the x-ray transitions in heliumlike ions have been 
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observed. The differences are very small and range between 10 and 90 ppra. 
These differences correspond to less than a few percent of the QEO corrections 
so that our data agree with and affirm previous measurements of the yED 
corrections. The differences depend on the type of calculations performed and 
are smallest for those calculations which are most ab initio- Ti.sy represent 
evidence for corrections missing in the calculations. A correction term has 

40 41 recently been added * to the ground state energy computed by Vainshstein and 
2 

Safronova, which results in much better agreement with our data in the case of 
fa transitions. The term, however, worsens the agreement in the case of the 
Kft, Ky and K4 transitions. A suggestion has also been made that the 42 difference may arise from the treatment of the nuclear size. 

In most cases the differences between the measured and calculated 
wavelengths lie within or just outside the experimental error limits. 
Therefore, we had to rely on a large number of data to demonstrate systematic 
differences. Our study thus emphasizes the importance of measurements along 
iso-electronic sequences in order to study such systematic effects. 

Experimental measurements which are at least an order of magnitude more 
precise than the present measurements are necessary, in order to probe 
differences between data and calculations of the transition energies of 
medium-Z elements directly. For this purpose, it may be necessary to measure 
the x-ray transitions under conditions where dielectronic satellites are 
completely negligible. Such measurements may be possible in very high-
electron/low-ion temperature tokamak plasmas or in ion traps. 

Finally, we note that additional calculations of the in > 2 x-ray 
transition energies are needed as a function of Z. The comparisons presented 
in this paper are based on computations using the Z-expansion method. To our 
knowledge comparable calculations based on other theoretical approaches have not 
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yet been published as a function of Z. 
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1 2 I Table 1. Comparison of the experimental wavelengths of the transition ls2p P. -» Is S„ 
heliumlike ions with theory. All values are in Angstroms. 

Element Z Nsxp 
Error 
(ppm) Reference Hheo ax Xtheo AX * theo AX 

Sulfur lb 5.03868 37 Ref. 5 5.03890 -0.00022 5.03873 -0.00005 5.03866 +0.00002 
Argon ia 3-94908 80 Ref. 6 3.94921 -0.00013 3.94907 +0.00001 3.94902 +0.00006 

3.94911 12 Ref. 9 3.94921 -0.00010 3.94907 +0.00004 3.94902 +0.00009 
Potassium 19 3.53173 35 This work 3.53198 -0.00025 3.531B6 -0.00013 3.53180 -0.00007 
Scandium 21 2.87297 35 This work 2.87317 -0.00020 2.87306 •0.00009 2.B7302 -0.00005 
Titanium 22 2.61034 35 This work 2.61049 -0.00015 2.61040 -0.00006 2.61036 -O.00002 
Vanadium 23 2.38190 40 This work 2.38204 -0.00014 2.38195 -0.00005 2.33192 -0.00002 
Chromium 24 2.18193 70 This work 2.18211 -0.00018 2.18203 -0.00010 2.18200 -0.00007 
Iron 26 1.85031 30 This work 1.85048 -0.00017 1.85040 -0.00009 1.85037 -0.00006 

1.85028 37 Ref. 7 1.85048 -0.00020 1.85040 -0.00012 1.85037 -0.00009 
Krypton 36 0.94534 23 Ref. 8 0.94550 -0.00016 0.94541 -0.00007 0.94539 -0.00005 

Vainshstein and Safrorova , Ref. 2 
Drake, Ref . 3 
Indelicato . Ref . 39 
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l 2 \ lable 11. Comparison of the experimental wavelengths of the transitions Isnp P. -» Is S Q 

(n - 3,4,5) with theory. All values are in Angstroms. 

Transition Element xexp 
trror 
(Ppm) Reference theo k\ 

ls3p V -> Is 2 \ Argon 3.36551 35 This work 3.36571 -0.00020 
Potassium 3.00B60 37 Ref. 10 3.00872 -0.00012 
Scandium 2.44551 35 This work 2.44565 -0.00014 
Vanadium 2.02627 60 This work 2 02640 -0.00013 
Iron 1.57314 25 Ref. 11 1.57322 -0.00008 

ls4p , P 1 -> Is 2 \ Scandium 2.32418 35 This work 2.32428 -0.00010 
Titanium 2.11090 45 This work 2.11094 -0.00004 
Chromium 1.76342 35 This work 1.76338 +0.00004 
Iron 1.49463 40 This work 1.49463 0.00000 

1.49457 27 Ref. 11 1.49463 -0.00006 

ls5p 1 P 1 - Is 2 \ Argon 3.12847 64 Ref. 10 3.12835 +0.00012 
Titanium 2.06333 50 This work 2.06345 -0.00012 
Chromium 1.72357 50 This work 1.72360 -0.00003 
Iron 1.46081 35 This work 1.46085 -0.00004 

Vainshstein and Safronova, Ref. 2 
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1. Overview of the transitions observed in the wavelength range 2.0 -
2.8 A showing the location of the heliumlike resonance transitions 
with respect to the reference lines from hydrogenic ions. All 
transitions have been observed in first order. 

2. Overview of the transitions observed in the wavelength range 2.8 -
3.8 A in first order Bragg reflection (solid lines) and in the 
wavelength range 1.4 - 1.9 A in second order (dashed lines). 

3. Typical spectra observed with the high-resolution PIT crystal 
spectrometer, (a) n = 2 -• 1 spectrum of titanium showing the 
heliumlike resonance line w, the intercombination lines x and y, and 
the forbidden line z, as well as the lithiumlike resonance line q 
and the dielectronic satellite line j. (b) Spectrum of the Lyman 
series of hydrogenlike potassium recorded concurrently with the 
spc-trum of heliumlike titanium (off scale). The hydrogenlike lines 
are used as wavelength references. 

4. Relative differences between measured tnd calculated wavelengths of 
2 1 2 1 the helium!ike resonance line Is p P. •* Is S Q for elements 

between 2 = 18 and Z = 36. Open circles represent present data; 
solid circles represent previously published data, (a) Wavelengths 
calculated by Indelicate Ref. 39; (b) wavelengths calculated by 
Drake. Ref. 3; (c) wavelengths calculated by Vainshstein and 
Safronova, Ref. 2. The error bar in (a) is representative of the 
experimental uncertainties of the data (cf. Table I). 

5 Spectrum of n = 3 -» 1 transitions in heliumlike argon. The 
1 3 2 1 transitions ls3p ' P ] -* Is S Q have been labeled Kp ] and K ^ , 

respectively. The unmarked features are satellite lines arising 
from the decay of excited levels of the type Is2i3i'. 
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6. Relative differences between measured and calculated wavelengths of 
1 2 1 heliumlike resonance line ls3p P, •+ Is S Q for various elements. 

Open circles represent present data; solid circles represent 
previously published data. The theoretical wavelengths are from 
Vainxhstein and Safronova, Ref. 2. 

7. Relative differences between measured and calculated wavelengths of 
I 2 1 heliumlike resonance line ls4p P, -» Is S« for various elements. 

Open circles represent present data, solid circles previously 
published dat3. The theoretical wavelengths *-e from Vainshstein 
and Safronova, Ref. 2. 

3. Relative differences between measured and calculated wavelengths of 
1 ' 1 heliumlike resonance line ls5p P, -» Is" S_ for various elements. 

Open circles represent present rtata, solid circles previously 
published data. The theoretical wavelengths are from Vainshstein 
and Safronova, Ref. 2. 
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